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Holiday greetings!
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SELL YOUR BOOKS
LOCATION: PORTLAND CAMPUS*

December 9th - 13th | 8:15 AM - 4:15 PM
December 16th - 20th | 8:15 AM - 5:30 PM
*University Store Pop Up in Glickman Library First Floor

LOCATION: GORHAM CAMPUS*
December 12th & 17th | 10 AM - 3 PM
*Campus Library in Study Room 6

LOCATION: LEWISTON CAMPUS*
December 18th | 10 AM - 3 PM
*Near Lobby

CLOTHING SALE
Holiday Sales will be going on all month long at
the University Pop Up Store. There will be a
small clothing and giftware sale at the
Lewiston Campus Buyback on Dec. 18th.

ONLINE BUYBACK FOR
PREMIUM PRICING
December 9 - 30

usm.ecampus.com
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President Cummings announced via
email on Dec. 6 that the proposed university name change to University of Maine
at Portland has been postponed. President
Cummings informed the Chancellor and
the Board of Trustees that they will be “restructuring the timeline” to accommodate
pending Portland campus construction of
a student center, green space and dorm
space.
“We continue to believe that the name
change is a part of our future development. We believe future years may demonstrate even more clearly how a name
change is in the long-range best interests
of the university,” President Cummings
said in his email to the community.
Since the ultimate goal is to continue
moving forward with the name change,
my argument in opposition that was written prior to this announcement is still relevant.
President Cummings is quoted by the
Portland Press Herald (PPH) on Nov. 22
as saying that the $1.2 million rebranding will “be returned in triple within five
years” with revenue generated by new
out-of-state students.
President Cummings is also quoted
as saying that he disagrees with the idea
that other communities in southern Maine
would feel less connected to the school if
it were renamed the University of Maine
at Portland. “Based on their logic, they’re
saying people outside Farmington don’t
connect with the University of Maine at
Farmington,” he said.
This argument doesn’t apply to this
discussion. UMaine Farmington is one
campus, not three satellite campuses connected by one thread: the name.
Portland is a part of USM, but it is
not USM. There are three campuses that
make up the university: Portland, Gorham and Lewiston-Auburn. Depending
on your major, you may spend more time
on one campus over the others. As a Fine
Arts major, I am exclusively studying in
Gorham. I have only had two classes in
Portland in two years.
The Board of Trustees approved the
name change on Nov. 18. The university was awaiting approval from the State
Legislature prior to the Dec. 6.
According to PPH on Nov. 18, James
Erwin, chairman of the system Board of
Trustees, said, “By creating more clarity
about its identity and improving its marketability, the board believes that USM
will be better able to achieve its full potential.”
How will changing USM to University

of Maine at Portland provide more clarity to new students? It is more confusing.
New students will arrive on campus and
realize that they won’t be spending most
of their time in the marketed location:
Portland.
According to the case made for the
USM name change, the change would
provide the three campuses with revenue
for facilities and programs. This influx in
revenue is dependent on the university’s
ability to recruit more out-of-state students.
Riding the wave of Portland’s popularity is not enough to take care of students
once they are admitted. Students will in
all probability be living roughly 11 miles
outside of Portland in Gorham. They will
be commuting thirty minutes one way via
car or bus to get to Portland.
Both forms of transportation have their
drawbacks. Last fall was my first semester
at USM. I had just transferred from Maine
College of Art and was living in Westbrook. I commuted on the Husky Line
five days a week multiple times a day. It
was a miracle if I found a seat on the bus.
One time I waited for over an hour for
the Husky Line because it never came. I
missed my morning classes.
I’ve seen classmates on more than one
occasion run late to a class because they
couldn’t find a parking spot in the lots,
garage or on the street. This issue won’t
become any easier when the Woodbury
parking lot is replaced with a proposed
green space that would accompany a new
dorm unit and campus center on the Portland campus.
If all goes as planned, the estimated
$100 million project will be completed by
fall 2022 according to USM Chief Operating Officer Nancy Griffin.
The project needs approval from the
University of Maine System Board of
Trustees. It will likely be brought to the
board in January. It will also need to be
permitted by the city.
The proposed spaces would have 379
units for upperclassmen, graduate and law
students alongside a new student center
and green space. This would benefit students studying on the Portland campus,
which I think is a great idea. The proposed
campus center would make student organization spaces more accessible by providing office spaces in a central location.
As exciting as that idea is, I am worried that focus is being pushed away from
the name change and onto the prospect of
new infrastructure. The announcement for
this proposal was printed in PPH on Nov.
27, nine days after the Board of Trustees
vote approved the name change.
Current students were given an electronic survey to fill out last year. According to the Office of Public Affairs 60%

of students opposed the proposed name
change. Based on student input I’ve heard
around campus, many have vocalized
their opposition to the change. I’ve heard
unanimously that the university needs to
invest in its current students rather than
focusing on marketing for prospective
students.
This is not a criticism on the idea of improving the future financial stability of the
university. I think that is a goal that should
be an administration’s focus no matter
what the university is called. This editorial
comes from a place of concern as a current student living through this process.
According to a PPH editorial from
February, USM rivals the University of
Maine in Orono (UMO) for the university
system’s biggest enrollment, granting advanced degrees in education, engineering,
business, law and public policy.
In the same editorial is a statement defending the name change against alumni
opinion. I would like to note that there is
no place in the editorial where current student opinions are mentioned.
The editorial says that alumni “should
consider what could happen to the university they care about” if USM enrollment
drops. It says, “It won’t do any honor to
Gorham or Lewiston-Auburn to be served
by a shrinking university that only makes
news for eliminating programs or laying
off staff.” This statement struck me as fear
mongering. There is no guarantee that a
name change will result in higher enrollment that will ensure job security or maintain program prosperity.
If convincing alumni to believe in the
name change comes from a place of fear,
I think that is a flimsy basis for a rebranding campaign that will cost $1.2 million
for signage, new sports uniforms and ID
cards, and a website and logo redesign.
Additional costs would be expected over
a three to five-year period, according to
PPH.
What will happen if the name change
doesn’t uphold its promises?
What if the name change sees an initial
increase in admissions with a decrease in
enrollment due to false advertising?
$1.2 million would be better invested in
current students and their needs.
Has USM conducted a well-being survey for students to voice concerns about
where the university can better support
student needs? Primary complaints I hear
from students daily are about parking/
transportation, dining services and housing.
From a business standpoint, it makes
more sense to value the students already
paying to attend the university than to
not meet their needs and try to market for
more students to enroll.
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Plans for new Portland student center, residence hall in the works
Student input will help direct layout of new campus buildings
Chelsea Marquis
Staff Writer

After several years of planning, USM
now has funding to construct a new 550
bed residence hall and student center on
the Portland campus. A student committee will be formed to give students a
voice in the design of the buildings.
The idea of constructing a residence
hall on the Portland campus is a result
of the lack of affordable housing in the
Portland area, according to Chief Executive Officer Nancy Griffin. Griffin
said many students over the years have
voiced the struggle of finding affordable
housing while in school, especially upperclassmen, graduate, and law students.
The university intends to alleviate some
of the housing struggles for students by
constructing the residence hall.
One of the most important aspects
of designing the buildings is deciding
where current clubs, organizations, and
amenities will be located. This is why

FY2020-394593180

USM students are essential to the planning process. According to Griffin, there
will be a student committee forming in
Spring 2020, enabling students to have
a direct role in shaping the future of the
dorm and student center. “It is essential
that we get input from students themselves because it is what they will be using every day, and what other students
will be using years from now,” said Griffin.
A requirement of the funding of this
construction is having art within the
buildings, according to Griffin. Students
on the committee will get to choose what
art and where it will go.
Any student is welcome to join the
committee. The meetings will be every
other week, and students must be able
to commit to attending committee meetings until the construction of the buildings are done. “Serving on a committee will provide great experience and it
would be great for a student’s resume,”
says Griffin.

Construction is projected to begin
around the end of the Spring 2020 semester. Capstone Development Partners
is contracted to construct the buildings
and redevelop the surrounding areas,
with a projected end date of Fall 2022.
The Woodbury Student Center will be
demolished to make room for the residence hall, which will be built in an
L-shape. The student center will face
where the parking lot currently is, towards Bedford Street. The parking lot
will be turned into a campus green.
Parking spaces will not be lost, however,
as there are plans to find other parking
areas on campus.
“USM will make sure that while the
construction is going on, students still
have access to the services they have
now. No parking spaces will be lost with
this construction. USM will be creating
more parking spaces, as we know that
parking is already an issue,” said Griffin.
Three types of rooms will be offered

in the residence hall: studio apartments,
one to two bedroom apartments, or
suites. The residence hall will be available for upperclassmen, graduate students, and law students. The campus
center will have an improved dining hall
and ample space for student organizations. A skywalk will connect the two
buildings, which will be secured so that
only residence hall students can enter
and exit.
Student organizations that are in
Woodbury Student Center will be moved
in the Spring of 2020, when Griffin
hopes to have a groundbreaking ceremony and begin construction. The bookstore, which is currently in the breezeway of Glickman Library, has recently
been approved to move permanently to
the Office of Graduate Studies. The Office of Graduate Studies will move to
the Wishcamper center, which will happen over winter break.
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Unauthorized account seized and audited by Student Senate
Grievance committee formed in response to policy violations, complaints
Kate Rogers
News Editor

Recently, an unauthorized account opened
in September by the Gorham Campus Activities Board (GCAB) was seized and audited
by the Student Senate. The existence of this
account and the involvement of the student
government business office in its creation
was one of several concerns that lead to the
forming of a grievance committee by the
Student Senate according to David Reed,
Student Senate Treasurer.
The committee’s goal is to investigate
violations of Student Senate policy that may
have been due to permission from university
employees to student organizations according to Senator Jade Whiting, chair of the
committee. They will also be investigating
alleged misconduct by university employees. “Goals of the committee include determining if misconduct occurred and what that
misconduct was specifically, as well as all
people who were involved both on the giving and receiving ends,” Whiting said.
Reed is heading the finance committee
who will be working with the grievance
committee. The grievance committee members as it stands now are Senators Marshall
Woods, Marcella Marino, and Aaron Sciulli,
and Tyler Soucy is the vice chair. All members of the grievance committee are also
on the finance committee, which will look
into the financial policy violations while the
grievance committee looks into personnel aspects, according to Whiting and Reed. Other
members may join according to Whiting.

The student government business office
consists of two people: Drew Masterman,
Coordinator of Student Organization Operations and Support; and Latré Sibi, CL3 for
Student Government Operations. In 2018
Masterman was the only employee in the
business office, as Sibi was hired in 2019.
The function of the business office is to carry
out the budget made by the Student Senate
for the Student Government Association
(SGA) and all the organizations within, according to Reed.
On August 16th David Roussel, Assistant
Vice President of Student Affairs, called a
meeting to discuss how the SGA is spending money. Those in attendance included the
Dean of Students, financial advisors from the
UMaine system and USM’s legal council according to David Lewis, Student Activities
Coordinator and advisor for GCAB.
A main concern in this meeting was that
student organizations had been making some
purchases using the purchase and travel
cards of university employees such as advisors, and then paying them back according
to Roussel and Lewis. These purchases were
of the sort in which payments that have to be
made quickly, payments are made online, or
payments require a card held like hotels.
At the meeting, the UMaine system made
it clear that they could no longer do this because the SGA is its own unincorporated
association and not tax exempt as the employee’s purchase and travel cards are. Along
with this, it was simply inconvenient.
The concept of SGA organizations having

their own cards connected to an account of
their own to solve this problem was brought
up as a solution according to Lewis and
Roussel.
The current policy for spending within
student organizations is that a purchase order
must be filled out and signed by three authorized signers before any money is spent.
There was no policy at the time of this meeting that would allow for any sort of card to be
used by a student organization.
During the meeting, Lewis sent an email
to the business office asking if student organizations opening their own cardholder account was possible. “The business office …
they clearly said this is a great direction to go
in and they supported it,” said Lewis.
Further discussion over email then took
place between the business office, Student
Senate Chair Alex Holderith, and Student
Body President Averi Varney. Lewis said
that he and Hannah Qui, the financial chair
of GCAB, were cc’d on these emails. That
the account would be in violation was not
made clear during this discussion, according
to Lewis. “This whole thing was created as a
temporary fix,” said Lewis.
On Sept.16, Masterman sent an email to
the University Credit Union with a signed
document attached authorizing GCAB to
open the account with Lewis and Qui as the
signers.
Everyone in the Student Senate was in favor of the idea, according to Holderith. However, there was no authorization by the Sen-

ate to open the account and for any money
to be transferred into it. “Student Affairs …
took the lead on this project. Student Senate
had no knowledge of this occurring,” Holderith said.
The account has been handed over to the
Student Senate. According to Reed, all the
purchases made without purchase orders
were accounted for with receipts and were
deemed appropriate use of funds after investigation.
“There was a misstep and some miscommunication and maybe a lack of understanding of the policies and procedures expected
by the Student Senate to have this type of
transaction,” said Roussel about the account.
Reed is currently working on a policy that
would allow student organizations to use epurchase cards, and said that it will be in effect by the spring semester.
The grievance committee will continue to
investigate areas of concern, possibly meeting over winter break. According to Whiting
the committee will exist for as long as it takes
to determine the problem and solve it. “I believe it is important to hold the employees in
question to the highest standard of scrutiny
and I think the grievance committee can at
the very least serve to bring attention to this
possible misconduct,” said Whiting.
The complaints presented by Free Press
Editor-In-Chief Alyson Peabody in her letters from the editor on Oct. 28 and Nov. 4
will be some of those investigated according
to Reed.

Berkeley Elias / Staff photographer
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USM says farewell to two Office of Public Affairs faculty

President Cummings thanks Bob Stein and Danielle Vayenas for their years of service

Emma J. Walsh
Staff Writer

In last week’s Monday Missive, USM
President Glenn Cummings thanked two faculty members. After many years of service,
Bob Stein and Danielle Vayenas will be leaving USM.
Bob Stein served as the Executive Director of Public Affairs & Marketing. President
Cummings said in the email, “Over the past
five years Bob has worked tirelessly to get
out message after message on behalf of our
organization. He has been a faithful advocate
of our progress, and I will miss him.”
Danielle Vayenas served as the Director of
Communications in the Office of Public Affairs. In the email, President Cummings said,
“I also give thanks to communications director Danielle Vayenas for her service to USM
and wish her the best as well.”
Jared Cash, Vice President for Enrollment
Management and Marketing, says, “Bob

communities, and sharing the great work and
and Danielle are both champions of USM remains the same.
“We remain committed to sharing news partnerships that USM students, faculty and
students and our community at large, and
that commitment was demonstrated in their and stories with our internal and external staff take part in every day,” Cash said.
work. They were both active in our community as leaders and their presence will be
missed.”
According to the Missive, Cummings said,
“The university will be restructuring its public affairs department for new demands in the
market.” Cash says they are still identifying a
plan for the Office of Public Affairs. He says,
“The department will maintain its identity as
a department. We know we need to move in
a direction that strategically positions us to
meet market demands for more social media,
multimedia/video rich storytelling and brand
messaging.”
Cash said Public Affairs is working
through the review and approval process for
those funding requests and will have more
Courtesy of USM website
definitive direction after the first of the year.
The mission of the Office of Public Affairs Bob Stein and Danielle Vayenas

Hannaford donates 1 million to fight child hunger
$300,000 to go to Maine schools for food pantries

Troy Daly
Staff Writer

According to a USDA report, on average
between 2016 and 2018, 13.6% of Maine
households are subject to food insecurity.
In 2018, the national rate was 11.1%. The
trends in both Maine and the U.S. are declining.
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) defines food insecurity
separately from hunger. Food insecurity is
a household-level economic and social condition of limited or uncertain access to adequate food. Hunger is an individual-level
physiological condition that may result from
food insecurity.
This past November, Hannaford Supermarkets made a commitment to donate $1
million to food pantries in Northeast schools,
and $300,000 of it will go to food pantries
in Maine, according to Maine Public Radio.
The majority of that donation ($288,000) is
going directly to the Good Shepherd Food
Bank (GSFB) which is based in Auburn.
Good Shepherd Food Bank is a non-profit
organization which provides resources to
food pantries all across Maine.
Jessica Gildea who manages the youth and
family and programs at GSFB explains how
the donation is being used, “That’s to support our expansion of food school pantries in

head start locations across the state. So in the
next two years, we’ll be launching at least
30 school pantries in head start locations all
over the state.”
The Food Bank has a specific way of
deciding what school programs to support,
“We conducted a community needs assessment, so we looked at all of the head start
locations across the state and then we evaluated the existing resources in those communities.” She said all of the programs are then
ranked in terms of need in order to determine
how to prioritize support.
GSFB mainly works with primary education, though is gradually expanding its
involvement with higher education. The
organization currently works with SMCC,
Kennebec Valley college, University of
Maine Bangor, and University of Maine
Orono. “It’s something we’re really interested in talking to more people about because
it’s definitely a need that we’re aware of,”
said Gildea.
University of Southern Maine is also addressing the issue of food insecurity. There
is a food pantry located in Woodbury Campus Center on the Portland campus, which is
only available to USM students. It is managed by graduate assistant Madeleine Lutts,
who works in Student Affairs and at the information desk at Woodbury. She described

how USM students struggle with food security.
“We see that students are definitely challenged by having to put themselves through
school, pay for tuition, pay for books, pay
for housing... There are so many different
levels of [food insecurity]. You can be food
insecure, but not be hungry. You can be sacrificing nutritional value and still be eating
whatever you can find.”
Students, however, aren’t the only people
on campus who are struggling. Lutts said
that she’s seen faculty and staff members
there as well. “It’s surprising how many different people are utilizing the food pantry.”
The campus food pantry weighs their outgoing food in order to track what has been
given away. The information is then presented back to the donors. There has been over
500 pounds of food given out this semester.
Monetary donations and food drives
help fund the campus food pantry. University Credit Union, Sodexo, and Cumberland
County Food Security Council have all been
big supporters.
Twice a year, the food pantry has a food
drive. Different departments of faculty and
staff compete to donate the most individual
items. Last year the winning group received
a pizza party. “It’s a good way to incentivize
staff and faculty to get them to support the

pantry,” said Lutts.
Students are also encouraged to get involved, though that has been tough. Madeline Lutts explained that working in the food
pantry, volunteering, or being a part of the
food drive is a great way to do it.
“The best way to do it is through a class.
We’ve had one class [do it] this semester, [in]
Tourism and Hospitality. Their whole class
came together and got a bunch of donations
from hotels… Even if the class isn’t related
to food studies or food insecurity, any class
can participate and you can bring in food
throughout the semester. Get your professor
onboard. We would love to see more student
groups compete in the food drive.”
Donations are non-perishable food, personal hygiene products and gift cards to
Hannaford or Walmart.
The campus food pantry will be closed
from December 23 through January 6. However, if students are in need during those two
weeks, they are welcome to reach out via
email to Madeline Lutts or anyone in Student Affairs. There are also food supplies on
the Gorham and Lewiston/Auburn campuses, though there are no pantries. If for some
reason they aren’t available, Student Affairs
staff will be more than willing to make special accommodations for people in need.
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USM announces new deployment policy

New policy accommodates students and faculty in the military

Emma J. Walsh
Staff Writer

USM is known as a military-friendly
school where students and faculty can
serve the country and pursue their education. According to an article on USM’s
website, USM was named a “Military
Friendly School for 2014” by Victory Media. Victory Media cited USM’s strong
interest in recruiting military students and
military friendliness, and placed USM
among the top 15% of schools who go
“above and beyond” for military students.
On November 1, new accommodations
were put in place for students and faculty
who are in the military and called for active duty. The New Deployment Policy
allows students and faculty to handle military orders such as mandatory training and
deployments that interrupt their education. The new Deployment Policy allows
students the accommodations to serve the
country and pursue their education. Students and faculty can work with their pro-

fessors to make a plan for completing their
schoolwork, or withdraw from the semester without financial penalty and resume
their schoolwork when they return from
their military orders.
According to an article published on
WCSH6, the new policy “covers academic
accommodations, tuition and housing rebates, and re-admission for students who
are called up to active duty. It calls for
a full tuition waiver for Maine National
Guard members, and guarantees spouses
and dependents aren’t evicted during a
mobilization.”
Lorrie Spaulding, Director of Veterans
Services, says, “What I love most about
this policy is the faculty support. When a
student receives orders it isn’t just coursework that is affected, it is family and job
as well. That we here at USM have such
great faculty who are willing to work with
our students and do what is in the students’ best interest is a living example of
student-focused everyday.”
According to the WCSH6 article, Chan-

cellor Dannel Malloy says that the Deployment Policy “highlights the ways the
system will accommodate and support
students when their military service interrupts their education.”
The Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) program at USM also offers many
benefits for students who serve in the military. USM’s ROTC program is an extension from the program at the University of
New Hampshire (UNH) in Durham, NH.
The program has been growing steadily
since its reopening in 2006. Students who
attend the University of New England and
St. Joseph’s College are also able to attend
USM’s ROTC program. Presently, there
are 38 cadets enrolled in the program that
are attending USM.
USM and UNH ROTC Recruiting Operations Officer Joseph LaPlante explains
the offerings of the Army ROTC program.
Joseph says, “We average 5-10 second
lieutenant commissions per year at USM
in all majors during our spring commissioning ceremony. We also commission

USM Nurses into the Army Nurse Corp.”
This program includes “ two year,
three year and four year full tuition and
fees scholarships at USM. We also cover
a $1,200 per year book allowance and a
monthly ROTC living expense of $420 per
month. Scholarships are awarded based on
merit, academics, sports, student government, extra-curricular activities and leadership potential,” Joseph says.
Another benefit of the program is that it
includes study abroad options cadets travel overseas on military internships.
The ROTC program offers students
credits and additional minors. Joseph
says, “We also offer up to 33 college credits in the ROTC program over a four year
period. USM does grant our cadets two
additional minors in Organizational Leadership and Military Science on top of their
major.”
Full time students who serve in the
Maine National Guard also receive a free
tuition waiver.
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Storytelling through musical interpretation
WMPG publishing introspective podcast with DJ Mirage
Ryan Farrell
Staff Writer

Kyle Bostock is the creator and producer of Breaking Down with DJ Mirage, a
podcast on WMPG’s website that focuses
on music album interpretations. Although
his main focus is centered around short
film and audio work, Bostock discovered
his passion for podcasting at USM.
Bostock is a senior majoring in media
studies and has been attending classes at
USM for two years. He first discovered
WMPG when he was searching the campus for information regarding radio stations. Bostock was fortunate enough to
come across WMPG and began his training in radio and podcasting.
While at WMPG, Bostock created his

podcast Breaking Down with DJ Mirage.
The podcast discusses music albums and
converts them into story narratives with
plotlines and characters. Bostock generally records, edits and mixes an episode a
day. Each episode crafts an interpretation
from a song on the album and develops it
into a story. Throughout a season, Bostock
gives a critique of the album while also
developing a unique narrative,
“I really want to inspire people to look
at albums and music in a more narrative
way.”
His initial inspiration came from the album Currents by Tame Impala, a concept
album with a loose plotline. His podcast
expands on this concept with unique characters and plotlines, taking the listener
from one song to the next. Bostock said

Kyle Bostock, also known as DJ Mirage, recording at the WMPG studio.

that this template is harder to implement
in albums that already have clear stories.
While some albums require more imagination than others, Bostock emphasizes
the importance of interpretation. Bostock
is currently recording his third season but
has seasons four and five already written
out. He expects to release them throughout this year.
Bostock’s podcasting ability has improved during his two years of experience.
He said that one of his greatest challenges
was making time for practice runs:
“A huge thing is warming up. I would
take 15-20 minutes, if you’re starting a
podcast, just doing tongue twisters and
vocal exercises. It’s really helping you
kind of get to a place where you can calmly go from point to point.”

Bostock said that failing to do this results in an inconsistent podcast because
the host will need to think of what to say.
While this can be fixed in post production,
the audio cuts don’t flow as well together.
Bostock believes that adequate prep time
helped him improve his overall performance.
After Bostock completes school, he
would love to continue integrating podcasting into his life. Once his focus is
shifted from school, he hopes that he’ll
be able to upload episodes at a more frequent rate. Since WMPG isn’t completely
affiliated with the school, Bostock would
be able to continue his work at the station. Additionally, Bostock is interested
in starting an interview show that would
feature local talents and artists.

Dionne Smith/ Director of Photography
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Exhibition honors Wabanaki history

Maine Historical society presents “Holding up the Sky”
Jordyn Tibbetts
Guest Writer

The Maine Historical Society’s, “Holding up the Sky”,
artwork captures a cross-cultural view of Wabanaki Art. Wabanaki people have been in what is now Maine and Canada
for at least 13,000 years. the tribes that are considered Wabanaki are Wolastoqewi (Maliseet), Mi’gmaw (Micmac),
Panawahpskewtəkw (Penobscot) and Peskotomuhkatiyik
(Passamaquoddy). The word Wabanaki brings these tribes
together as “The people of the dawn.” They make new crafts
and create new adaptations to their changing environment.
This exhibit explores the importance of keeping cultural artwork alive, and distinguishes the diversity of all the artwork
created within the Wabanaki community —including both
modern artists and historical objects.
There are countless historic baskets in this exhibit, coming from many different Wabanaki people. One of the first
eye-catching historical objects is the decorative basket made
in 1940 named “Wabanaki Basket”. The basket is beautified by a combination of ash, dyes and sweetgrass. Another
historic item included is a “fancy porcupine-weave” basket
made in 1862 by Penobscot’s Molly Molasses—also known
as Mary Pealgie Nicola.--and contributed by the Abbe Museum. While most baskets made in this era were considered
souvenirs for tourists, Molasses’ pieces were considered art.
This was because of the finite details she worked into her
weaving technique. She folds porcupine quills in half, and
points them facing upwards, making them appear as if they
are coming out of the sides of the basket. These quills were
expertly woven together with tiny strands of ash. These are
only two of the many items that embodies the history of Wabanaki artwork.
There are also empowering modern artists in this exhibit

Photo courtesy of Maine Historical Sociey
Gina Brooks “Indian” Jacket

who capture the Wabanaki story. For example, Fred Tomah
is one of the modern basket makers who has strived to capture the beauty in basketry. Tomah was a highly respected
basket maker in the Wabanaki community, coming from the
Wolastoqiyik tribe in Houlton, Maine. Some of his most
famous baskets are displayed in this exhibit, including his
“Katahdin Series Basket” created in Houlton, 2010. This
basket is made with wood specially cut from an ash tree,
and pigmented in dyes. It is a black and white basket woven
with a circular opening at the top, but square at the bottom.
The bottom four corners is meant to symbolise the four Wabanaki tribes.
Gina Brooks, another artist featured in the exhibit , is a
member of the Wolastoqiyik community in Fredericton,
New Brunswick. In 2018, she created what she refers to as
an “Indian” jacket, made from an American Eagle leather
jacket, painted with acrylic. Through this jacket and much
of her other artwork, Brooks strives to express the historic
meaning of her people. She believes a Native person still
identifies as an “Indian”. She bravely changes the insult to
an empowering word which can be claimed back from ignorance with honor.
This jacket is painted with a large, abstract portrait of Indigenous people surrounded by symbols. Above them are
numbers offensive terms used by the Canadian Government
to distinguish people only by being either half (50) or full
(01) Native decent. She also emphasizes the two words “Indian” and “scared.” This all represents the journey of hardships and reconnections Indegenous people face. Brooks
Photo courtesy of Maine Historical Society personally prefers abstract painting and using acrylic paint,
saying that it better catches viewers eyes and allows artists
“Wabanaki Basket”
to express their message and emotions in a limitlessly cre-

ative style. The modernist influence of Brooks’ work can be
seen in her ability to find new meaning in derogatory words
with a disgraceful past. She also creates emphasis on the
journey Native Americans faced to become what modern
society deems acceptable.
Other art by Gina Brooks includes acrylic on canvas
board. Her artwork creates a way to express stories of Indigenous people, as well as expressing their connection to
Mother Nature and their ancestry. One of Brooks’ abstract
canvas paintings that is displayed in this exhibit includes
“The Journey Home”. This canvas board is painted with
acrylics and oil pastel and shows blue people on a canoe,
with crows nostalgically watching over them—maybe even
following them. This is one of the few paintings in this exhibition inspired by cubism. The position of the men’s arms
and the direction of the boat conveys movement within the
painting. It expresses her journey through her own life, and
how she learned her identity as an “Indian” women.
The displays in this exhibit offer viewers a look inside
the story of Wabanaki people, Maine’s history, adaptation
to environmental changes and personal views. Other than
Brooks’ paintings, much of this exhibit shows both a modernist and realist influence. Contemporary basket makers
have shifted from making utilitarian pieces to creating more
decorative baskets.
Realism is also very common in many of the displays
within this exhibition. For example, Fred Tomah created
baskets with a realist influence by including representation
of a butterfly or an eagle with simplicity.
The cross-cultural exhibit “Holding Up The Sky” is a stylistic demonstration of the social hardships and extreme lifestyle changes that Native Americans were forced to endure.

Photo courtesy of Maine Historical Society

Fred Tomah Katahdin Series Basket
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Gritty Metal finds home at Geno’s
Tune in: Geno’s Rock Club

Chelsea Marquis
Staff Writer

The dark, rough interior of Geno’s Rock Club, matches what it offers in music: an oasis for heavy metal and
rock in Maine. Its rugged decor and exterior can deceive
people. Inside are hard working musicians who love to
put on a good show.
Geno’s was opened by Geno D’Alessandro Sr in 1983,
and was previously located on Brown Street in Portland.
Bands began playing at the bar to attract more customers, and it organically grew into the rock and metal venue it is today.
In 2005, it was moved to its current location. It has
been owned by Geno D’Alessandro Jr since his father
passed in 2006.
It is still primarily a bar, but has several shows over
the course of the month.
Geno’s is one of the only exclusively rock venues in
Portland. Jon Morse, the event director, has been playing
and listening to rock music for the past 20 years.
In the past, he would have to go to Massachusetts to
see the heavy metal bands he liked.
He is proud of being able to bring those bands to Portland, and to keep them coming here.
“I wanted to bring bands here who haven’t been here,

Live performance at Geno’s Rock Club.

Nora Devin / Staff Photographer

or are international,’’ said Morse. He has been the event
coordinator since 2017.
In addition to rock shows, Geno’s has the occasional
live wrestling shows and pop shows. The wrestlers bring
their own ring which covers some of the stage and floor.
These shows are infrequent, but bring out crowds.
There are three sub-woofers by the stage, which puts
out a powerful bass. The lighting system on the stage is
simple, but very effective.
In the next year, Geno’s intends to redo parts of the
stage to make it look more crisp and update some of the
lighting and sound equipment.
By the bar is a jukebox, which puts out enough sound
of its own to be the focal music point if no concerts are
going on.
The posters and stickers on the walls are either hand
made by Morse, bands, or commissioned to Maine artists.
“This is the oasis for heavy music that you can’t find
unless you go to Worcester or Boston,” said Morse.
All of the shows are 21+, and the bar inside only
serves drinks.
See their current line up at eventbrite.com/o/genosrock-club

Geno’s front door on Congress street.

Nora Devin / Staff Photographer
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PMA Presents Indigenous Films

A marginalized culture shares their stories
Jenasa Staples
Staff Writer

In honor of the first people to walk on American land, at
the end of November the Portland Museum of Art played
Sundance Institute’s “Indigenous Shorts” and “Dear Georgina”, one movie with multiple short films reflecting the lives
of indigenous people.
The first films presented their stories artistically through
dance, song and moments wrought with emotion. Viewing
these films gave an opportunity to begin dipping a toe into
the ocean of Indigenous Peoples history, not just universally
but close to home, here in Maine.
First presented are two young ballerinas dancing outside
on snow, grass, dirt and all the other features of Swedish land
they had been forced to concede over the past centuries. The
next film is a story about a myth told by indigenous people to
help those who have fainted. The myth is scripted across the
screen and the background displays the myth visually. There
is also a film that shares the story of a young indigenous man
who struggles with mourning and honoring his father who
had passed away. Indigenous people live uniquely with a
strong connection to the land they live on, each other and
to their lively traditions, culture and beliefs. Connection is

felt when the short film of two girls throat sing on their native arctic land, laughing together after every song. One way
indigenous people connect to the land is by utilizing it with a
few tools and bare hands to create and build. One of the short
films is an indigenous man weaving a basket which is said to
help bring him peace.
The film that really tugs on the heartstrings is the truth
about Georgina Sappier-Richardson. Georgina is an older
woman from Maine who told her story about being taken
from her indigenous family at two years old and abused by
her foster family throughout the rest of her childhood. This is
an eye-opening piece that gives insight to the damage caused
to indigenous people who were taken from their families..
From childhood until they were ready to leave their foster
homes many were banned from being with their families,
banned from speaking their language and even banned from
wearing the natural color of their skin. One story revealed
in the film that some foster families would bleach the indigenous children’s skin to lighten it.
According to the National Indian Child Welfare Association, up until 1978 when the Indian Child Welfare Act
(ICWA) was created, 25 to 35% of indigenous children were
being taken from their families. Today, indigenous children
are still four times more likely to be removed from their fam-

ilies than their white counterparts.
The Maine Wabanaki-State Child Welfare Truth and Reconciliation Commission (the Commission) began a mission
to capture the truth from the indigenous people who lived
their lives separated from their family, stripped of their culture and tortured for being different.
The commission interviewed over 150 people. Sharing
their stories helped Wabanaki people begin their healing process. According to the Commission, many of the Wabanaki people said they chose to share their story because they
didn’t want what happened to them to be repeated.
Sundance supports indigenous film cycles, allowing indigenous people to be captured in their creative state and bring
art back into their native land. This supports indigenous
people and allows for others to see things from a different
perspective and gain education on indigenous peoples lives.
As said by Gkisedtanamoogk, a prior professor at USM
and Ted Talk speaker bringing light to indigenous peoples
stories, “One common thread that bound us together was a
deep abyss of love and gratitude.” He does is not just referring to a connection with indigenous people, he means the
connection that all human beings have to one another.
“The life between sky and earth, everything is connected,
everything, even people.”

Image courtesy of PMA
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Two seniors become local entrepreneurs
Production company started as senior project

Abby Nelson
Staff Writer

the area to come and compete against
each other. Despite their preferences, both
Moore and Dubois agreed they are always
open to anything.
The startup of their company has seen
its difficulties. “As students, it’s hard to
find the time to put your all into it,” said
Dubois. Time is not the only hurdle being
a student has caused. “We’re still in school
so people see us as students and expect us
to do stuff for free,” said Moore. Coming
up with prices for their videos and work
has been difficult to decide. They can’t
charge professional rates yet as students,
but they also won’t work for free.
Pricing is just one of the several aspects
they need to iron out before their company is complete. However, they are well
on their way. Moore and Dubois are currently working on a website and creating
a logo. Once that is complete, they can
work on creating ads for their company to

Photo courtesy of Do More Productions
Angela Dubois (left) and Nate Moore (right) on set.

Nate Moore and Angela Dubois are senior students completing their communications/media studies majors this spring.
In preparation for leaving USM and entering the workforce, most seniors are
tasked with creating a project that encompasses their knowledge of their chosen
fields. For this project, Moore and Dubois
teamed together to start a video production company.
“We’re looking to do the same thing,
so we just decided to do it together,” said
Dubois. Do More Production Company
became the result. They began to plan for
and create their project at the beginning of
the semester. Since then they have made
a Facebook and Instagram page, and are
currently working on their business plan.
The main goal in their business plan is
to start in Portland and branch out from
there. Both Moore and Dubois have done
freelance work for 3-4 years and have accumulated several different clients. By

working together, they have been able to
bring in their existing clients and reach
new ones together.
They have done several videos for local

“We’re looking to do the
same thing, so we just decided to do it together.”
- Angela Dubois
Do More Productions
restaurants, breweries, food trucks, live
musical performances, narrative work and
commercials, as well as several others.
One of their favorite video production experiences was the “Battle of the Bands”,
an event where local bars host bands from

get the word out. “The next step is to create a client base and get people to know us
so we become their go-to’s,’ said Moore.
Neither one of them started as a communications/media studies major. “I
wanted to be a lawyer, then a nutritionist,
and then a writer,” said Dubois, “but then
I got into video production and was like
yeah, this is what I want to do.” Moore
had a similar story. He started on a psychology/sociology tract but had always
made short videos. As the years passed, he
became skilled enough that people would
ask him to make one for them. Eventually
he decided to make it his major.
Since then, they have both excelled
in their fields which has given them the
experience to begin their company. A
long-term goal Moore and Dubois have
for their company is to be able to travel.
“I’ve always wanted to be able to travel
and work,” said Moore.
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Mon Frère

A stylized satire with a relevant message
Ryan Farrell
Staff Writer
Julien Abraham’s new drama, originally titled “Mon
Frère”, was released on Netflix as “Brother” last weekend after it was released in international cinemas in July.
This French drama, starring MHD and Darren Muselet,
features a plethora of emotional performances and raw
talent. Unfortunately, a confusing and vague story with a
bizarre anticlimactic ending prevents “Brother” from being memorable.
“Brother” begins with the violent death of a father.
Teddy, his eldest son, is accused of the murder and is put
away into a closed educational center while he awaits trial. This also forces his younger brother into the care of
his neglectful grandmother. As Teddy navigates his new
environment, he finds himself subjected to multiple racial attacks. While the two men butt heads at first, Teddy
slowly befriends Enzo, the criminal boss of the center. As
Teddy awaits prosecution, he must survive this unpredictable institution while constantly battling his family’s past
trauma.
The film’s greatest strengths are its consistent tone and
unique setting. “Brother” is a dire portrayal of an alternative rehabilitation center. This location only houses around
ten people so it is significantly smaller than a traditional
prison. It requires that inmates take a multitude of educational programs. Teddy and Enzo, for example, find a
mentor in a boxing coach who is able to release their pentup aggression over time. This unique alternative is shown
to be effective for some, while others remain set in their
ways. It is refreshing to see a story of confinement in a
setting that isn’t a stereotypical jail. The methods that the
institution use are far more therapeutic and rehabilitative;
however, inmates refrain from keeping the peace.
The “Brother” shortcomings ultimately comes from its
vague plot. While Teddy experiences this new setting,
there is not enough context to make his crime comprehensible. The audience hears what Teddy’s sentence is, but
the validity of it is uncertain. While he is institutionalized,
small fragments of the tragic event unfold slowly over
time, ultimately leading up to the scene of the crime. Since
this is done in the third act, the true nature of the crime
is meant to be the film’s climactic reveal. This ultimately
makes “Brother” feel disorienting, and by the time the answers are clear, the investment in the story is already gone.
While the story in “Brother” is vague, it is nonetheless
a film scattered with emotional moments. There’s a significant amount of screen time dedicated to how the two

brother’s family life was prior to their father’s murder.
Thy are often subjected to both emotional and physical
abuse while also witnessing the abuse that their father inflicted towards their mother. Silence is used so that the
cinematography focuses on body language, which can
be terrifying in nature. These scenes really flesh out the
traumatic bond that they share, which makes the brother’s
separation all the more painful. These sequences are the
most captivating and memorable scenes due to the unique
cinematography, making other scenes dull by comparison.
“Brother” is currently streaming on Netflix.
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A&C
Listings
Monday, December 9
1PM

Beyond the Arctic Circle/Aurora Storm
Double Feature
Southworth Planetarium
No cost

Wednesday, December 11
11AM-1PM
Festival of Lights
Woodbury Campus Center
No cost

Thursday, December 12
1PM
Expedition Reef
Southworth Planetarium

Friday, December 13
4:00 PM-7:00 PM

USM ART Open Studios
Gorham Campus: Robie-Andrews Art Studios,
Drawing and Academy Buildings, and the Print
Shop
No cost

Saturday, December 14
5PM

USM Chamber Singers Holiday Concert
Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church
133 Pleasant Street, Portland, Maine
Free will donation at door

Courtesy of IMBD.com

Want to submit an event?
arts@usmfreepress.org

USM Community Page
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What are you doing during break?
Free Press staff share their holiday plans

Zoe Bernardi
Community Editor

The holiday break is slowly creeping up
on us. It is just beyond the start of December
and after the crazy weeks of finals and studying. This year USM students have a solid five
weeks, classes end December 13, with finals
ending on December 20, and we are not asked
back until January 21.
Since the Free Press does not have any issues after this one (this being number 10), all
of the editors, staff writers and photographers
have this time to breathe as well. Below, 11
staff members of the Free Press share how
they plan to spend all this time off over break,
what they are excited for, or a holiday tradition.
Janesa Staples: (Brunswick, ME; Health
Science, Staff Writer)
“My holiday traditions have changed and
evolved from childhood to adulthood. This
year Thanksgiving is going to be a completely
new celebration and I am ecstatic. I will be
spending Thanksgiving in New Hampshire
with my four-year-old son, my Dad, my Dad’s
girlfriend, my brother, and my cousin that I
have only met once before this holiday.
When it comes to food I am simple. I skip
all the casseroles and go for the turkey, cranberry sauce, mashed potatoes, gravy, and of
course pumpkin and apple pie.”
Abby Nelson: (Union, ME; Media Studies,
Staff Writer)
“This year I’ll be going home to have dinner at my mother’s parents’ house. We typically have all the family over for dinner and
then watch some football and play games. We
always take a family photo of all who came.
My grandfather usually cooks most of the
main meal. My Nana will cook some sides
and my aunt makes a dessert.”
Amelia Bodge: (Sanford, ME; Communication, Staff Writer)
“One family tradition my family has
around the holidays is that we always set up
the Christmas tree together. We like to collect
weird and quirky ornaments from our travels
so our tree is just a huge collage of our interests, trips, and handmade ornaments from
when my brother and I were kids.
My favorite ones were the set of ornaments

of the toys from The Island of Misfit Toys
from Rudolph The Red-nosed Reindeer. Dolly and The Train with Square Wheels always
brings back so many memories.
Fun fact, all the toys from The Island of
Misfit Toys are there because they are seemingly “defective” and kids wouldn’t want them
except for Dolly who seems to have no flaws.
But when I was a kid we had an old VHS copy
of the film, and in the original broadcasting
of Rudolph it is explained that Dolly’s “flaw”
is that she is a “doll that cries real tears,” but
they removed this scene in other releases because they thought it taught young girls to not
show emotions.”
Cullen McIntyre: (Saco, ME; Media Studies, Sports Editor)
“For Christmas, we have different plans every other year. One year we will go to my aunt
and uncle’s house in Melrose, MA for the day,
and the other year (this year) they will come
to us for the day. We open gifts early in the
morning with just my family. Then when the
rest of my family arrives we have our Christmas lunch/dinner, open gifts, and do our yearly Yankee swap.”
Enzhe Zaripova (Russia, Staff Writer)
“For Thanksgiving, my roommate invited
me to come for a few days to her family in
Massachusetts. During the days off we are
planning to go to Boston to see a Black Friday
because it seems to be something unique for
the American culture. There is a “black Friday” in Russia now too because of the influence of the Western traditions. Usually, they
are a week-long, and discount prices don’t
differ much from the original ones, though.
I hope I have enough courage for this crazy
experience.
I haven’t made plans for Christmas yet, but
I’m going to meet the New Year in New York
with friends. Even the phrase with the word
“new” twice promises something fabulous I
hadn’t felt before.
In Russia, New Year is the most desired
holiday. We celebrate it as widely as Christmas in the USA. The whole family would
gather together, share delicious meals, give
gifts. The New Year holiday is a relaxing time
for the country! The vast majority of adults
are off work from December 31 till at least
Orthodox Christmas on January 7, while students’ winter break is for 2 weeks. On January

1, it’s rare to see many people on the streets.”
Emma Walsh: (Readfield, ME; Media
Studies, Staff Writer)
“My holiday plans are to visit my family
in Massachusetts. We all gather at my Grandfather’s house in Cape Cod and spend time
together and exchange gifts. I’m excited to
spend quality time with my family and to relax over the break.”
Kate Rogers: (Brunswick, ME; Media
Studies, News Editor)
“We are going to my cousin’s house for
Thanksgiving which is exciting because since
my cousins and I have grown up and moved
out or away, we never get to have a big dinner
at my Aunt’s house as we used to almost every
year when I was a kid
We’re gonna make pumpkin whoopie pies
too, which are the best season-exclusive treat
of the whole year. I’m just happy to be able to
stay at home and write (and play Pokémon)
and to have good leftovers for a week after
thanksgiving. Might mess around and get a
bunch of Black Friday DVDs too, that’s my
tradition.”
Alyson Peabody: (Matinicus Island, ME;
Fine Arts, Editor-in-Chief)
“Over Winter break, I will be taking an online class, working at Glickman Library and
writing a column for Pen Bay Pilot (phew!).
My family is scattered across New England,
so we will be congregating in Portsmouth, NH
for a post-Christmas celebrations. Christmas
day will be spent with my partner and his family in Falmouth.
Last year, my five siblings, their partners
and I sang “White Christmas” for our parents
to thank them for all their support throughout
the years. They were at every concert, play/
musical and event we participated in. This
was the first time that we all came together to
perform at the same time. It was an emotional
experience.”
Dakota Tibbetts: (Lewiston, ME; Comm.
and Media Studies, Design Director)
“Over break, I am mainly going to be working and watching Disney movies with my
dog.”
Lillian Lema (South Portland, ME; Communication & Media Studies, Staff Writer)
“Once December arrives, my sisters start
preparing for Christmas by putting the tree
up, listening to holiday music, and watching

their favorite holiday movies, such as “ELF.”
Every year on Christmas Eve my mom will
roast pork loin and make side dishes to have
for dinner. Also, we stay up until midnight,
just like they do back in Ecuador. Families
will stay up celebrating and eating dinner until midnight and then start opening presents.
As my mom prepares dinner she listens to
cumbias, which is a folkloric genre of music
that originates from Colombia. The songs she
chooses to listen to are classics and my parents say that everyone in Ecuador listens to
them during the holiday parties. The music
and food are ways that my parents are able
to experience their holiday traditions far from
home and from loved ones.”
Stephen Bennett: (Cape Elizabeth, ME;
Media Studies, Staff Writer)
“When this semester ends, I’m going to
take a long nap and probably not leave my
house for a few days. After a few days, I’ll
realize I want to see my friends and family,
so I plan on spending a lot of time with them.
Towards the end, I’m also going on a trip to
Amsterdam and London.
This is the last extended break before I
graduate, so I want to make the most of it. Not
necessarily in the sense of accomplishing a
lot, but by being more in the present and not
worrying about what is to come.”
Zoe Bernardi (Schenectady, NY; Media
Studies and Communication, Community Editor)
I am very fortunate to have been raised in
a family that celebrates both Hanukkah and
Christmas, or Chrismkah. This year, Hanukkah and Christmas fall on the same week.
Christmas Eve is always hosted at my
house, with 14 people coming over and sitting around the tree and enjoying a big meal.
Hanukkah is also hosted at my house, but instead, we eat brisket and light the menorah.
Christmas Day is at my grandparents’ house
and my father’s side of the family.
I am very excited for New Year’s Eve as my
boyfriend will be joining my family and I as
we spend four days in a cabin in the Adirondacks. We will be accompanied by my grandparents, aunts and uncles, and my cousins.
Whatever you plan to do with your fiveweek luxurious break away from USM, spend
it with those you love. Have a happy holiday
and a good new year. See you all in 2020.
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Faces of US: Stacy Stewart
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A full circle journey on pursuing acting to becoming a career advisor
Lillian Lema
Staff Writer
The Career & Employment Hub at USM has
a unique team of advisors that help students
and alumni gain experience in the workforce
and explore career directions. Each career
advisor has a unique story of how they ended
up in their career path. Career advisor Stacy
Stewart found herself pursuing musical theater
during her college years and after. However,
through her journey she realized that the path
she had chosen wasn’t the right fit.
During her 4th grade school production of
“Mirror Mirror” Stewart was cast as the troubadour and it was when her interest in musical
theater began. Stewart describes the experience as “mortifying because you are putting
yourself out there, but fun.” In 6th grade,
while performing as Amelia Earhart, Stewart
realized that musical theater was her calling.
“I liked being other people, but most importantly I felt at home,” she said. Throughout
junior high and high school she continued to
participate in the musical theater productions,
and took dancing and vocal lessons.
Before graduating from the American Academy of Dramatic Arts, Stewart went to two
other universities. She first started at Southern Methodist University in University Park,
Texas, where she didn’t get into the theater
program because they didn’t need any more of
“the girl next door” type. “I got to know the director of the department very well and learned
that it had nothing to do with lack of talent,
but it had to do with that they didn’t need any
more of my type,” Stewart said. This was her
first experience with auditioning and rejection
due to typecasting.
Stewart doesn’t describe the experience of
typecasting as unfair, but rather as the “right
fit like any other job.”
“There are all these people that have the
same amount of talent and a lot of times it’s
about fit. Are they going to fit with the team?
… In addition to experience, do they have
the skills, ability, knowledge and personality
that’s really going to help the team move forward?” she said.
Although Stewart didn’t get into the theater program, she was still able to minor in
theater. In the dorms she lived on the theater
floor where she was able to meet student directors who were looking for help, and she was
able to be assistant director for several shows.
Throughout her time at SMU she was the assistant director for the shows “Marat/Sade,”
“The Tempest,” and “No Exit.”
The next school Stewart went to was the
University of Northern Texas, where she was
able to get into the theater program. During

her time at UNT she was able to land the role
of Juliet in “Romeo & Juliet.” After a year
at UNT, Stewart transferred to the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York City.
She was at AADA for three years where her
schedule consisted of classes and shows. “You
weren’t allowed to work outside the school because they wanted you to be focused on what
you’re doing and not on external projects,”
Stewart said.
At the time, AADA was a great school to be
a part of, but as Stewart reflects on her time
there she realized that “they did a great job in
teaching how to be an actor, but not on how to
become an actor.” There were holes left in the
learning process from the institution on what
to do after graduating, what auditioning would
be like, what the industry is like, etc. “It was
left up to you to figure out what to do and there
is a lot to figure out,” Stewart said.
After graduating from AADA, Stewart was
able to land a commercial for a local law firm
in New York City. She describes the experience as excruciating because she wasn’t a fan
of being in front of a camera. “It is one thing
to be a theater actor and another to be an actor
on camera,” Stewart said.
Along with a couple of friends from AADA,
Stewart created a theater company called
“Terranova.” The first show they created was
written by Stewart and her friends and one of
the guest directors at AADA mentored them
throughout the whole process.
Besides being involved with this theater
company, Stewart continued to go on auditions. Slowly she started to notice that at every
audition there were replicas of herself. An experience that had once felt like home started
to lose its essence and no longer gave Stewart
the feeling she had once felt as a child. The
constant competition and not having an understanding of the industry caused Stewart to take
a different career path.
“The funny thing is that it’s all about networking,” Stewart said. At the time she didn’t
have the understanding that everyone is connected and that one person can lead to another person who knows someone who knows
someone.
Stewart said goodbye to the Big Apple after five years and decided to go back to school
to change her direction. She moved to the
other side of the country where she went to
San Francisco State University to major in
psychology with an emphasis in children’s
clinical. Her love for children and theater
ended up getting her an internship at Pomeroy
Recreation & Rehabilitation Center for their
theater department. “I was doing improv… I
was working with people who were trying to
find their voice and get people to understand
their challenges and what their life was like”

Lillian Lema / Staff Writer
Stewart started her career in acting then moved to advisor

Stewart says.
The internship transitioned to a full-time job
where she became a recreational leader working in the kids after school program. “The kids
would come after school and we would work
on arts & crafts,” Stewart said.
At Pomeroy Recreation & Rehabilitation
Center she met her mentor Jay Katz, a social worker supervisor, who she still keeps in
touch with until this day. Katz asked Stewart
what it was that she wanted to do with all of
the experience she had. He helped her begin
to shape her experiences and interests into a
career path. Stewart’s time in San Francisco,
especially as a recreational leader, caused her
to feel a sense of home once again.
Three years went by before Stewart and her
husband, whom she met while working at a
restaurant in San Francisco, decided to move
back to Maine. Once in Maine, she entered the
master’s program at USM where she was majoring in school counselling. During her time
here at USM, Stewart took a career class that
“changed everything.”
“The class taught you about career counselling and the tools that they use… which are
tools I could have used in high school to figure out my path because I went everywhere
in search of ‘what am I going to do?’” Stewart said. The nostalgic feeling of home came
back to Stewart when she was enrolled in that
course.

In 2004, Stewart began her career at USM
as a Strive U Coordinator; then an academic
advisor; next as a coordinator for career services; and eventually to her position now,
as a career advisor. However, Stewart never
stopped her career in musical theater when she
returned to Maine. She was involved in community theater for the Portland Players until
she became pregnant with her son. “The love
for the arts was still there for me without the
pressure of having to make it,” she said. Stewart continues her work in theater by directing
shows in her hometown of Chebeague Island
during the summer.
Reflecting back on her journey of finding
herself and her career path, Stewart realizes
that there was a lack of understanding of what
she was getting herself into when pursuing a
career in musical theater. “I was naive to think
that ‘somebody is going to give you an opportunity’ when that somebody is you,” Stewart
said.
Stewart’s advice to students is to network
because there will always be someone that
knows someone that knows someone who
will help. Second, it is important to have an
understanding of the field one is going into because without it, the reality can be a bit jarring.
Lastly, having a mentor can be very helpful in
finding some advice and guidance.
“For me it all came full circle… it always
does,” Stewart said.
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The holiday and winter
playlist for all occasions
Zoe Bernardi
Community Editor
As we exit November and
finish eating all the leftover
Thanksgiving turkey and
mashed potatoes, we enter
December. Every radio station has now transformed
into Christmas music. Some
people can listen to holiday
music all year round, or hear
the same songs on repeat
even when you switch channels.
So, I have created the ultimate holiday and winter
playlist that’s perfect to listen

to while doing homework,
wrapping gifts, baking cookies, having a holiday party or
just to listen to whenever.
This playlist offers both
holiday and winter themed
songs as well as songs that
bring warmth and joy to
those who listen. Songs that
make you want to curl up
with some hot cocoa and
be surrounded by those you
love. You can listen here:
https://spoti.fi/2PnTy5t
Have a happy holiday
from those here at the Free
Press. We hope you enjoy
this playlist and your holiday
break!

Portland gift guide map
What to give and where to get it
Zoe Bernardi
Community Editor

much more.
Folly 101 (101 Exchange St) If you are shopping for a homeowner, head over to Folly 101. They have a cute selection
of holiday decor and ornaments. This shop has a lot of home
goods, kitchen goodies and things to spice up the home.
Lisa-Marie Made in Maine (35 Exchange St) This little
shop has jewelry, scarves, body care and other bath goods. Everything is local and made in Maine. If you are an out of state
student it would be nice to gift something from Maine to your
giftee. A little piece of your new home to someone back home.
Se Vende Imports (4 Exchange St) I personally love this
store. It’s small with a little red awning and filled with a mix
of local and imported jewelry. They also have things for every price range: small studs, large hoops and an assortment of
rings and bracelets. If you are looking for something handmade or simple and dainty, they have it all.
Mexicali Blues (10 Moulton St) Of course I couldn’t not
add Mexicali Blues to this list. This is a perfect place to get
jewelry, incense, headbands, stickers, posters, calendars, hats
and anything Grateful Dead related. No matter who you are
buying for, you can pick something up here and even use your
student ID for a discount.
Although ‘tis the season for giving, it doesn’t have to be in
gift form. I also enjoy experiences as gifts such as a planned
lunch out, or making a meal together with someone. You can
host a holiday party or potluck, plus you can find the perfect
playlist in this issue as well. You don’t need to spend money
either; making homemade holiday cards or volunteering is
also a good way to give back.
Whatever you decide to do this holiday season, make sure
you are surrounded by loved ones and friends. Happy Holidays.

As the holiday season approaches, the sudden urgency rushes to everyone wondering the same thing, “What am I going
to gift?” This question is repeating, occurring year after year
and for everyone on our list. One of the best parts of the holiday season is gift giving. Having those gift exchanges with a
big group of friends, giving your sister the necklace she keeps
talking about, the overall joy the season brings.
It is also so stressful trying to keep within your budget,
making sure it’s unique and perfect for the person. Portland is
full of small shops, boutiques and store, all able to fulfill the
needs for everyone on your list. This article will break down
what shop to go to and exactly what they offer and where.
Rather than scrolling through Amazon, hop on the husky line
and walk into Portland. You will find exactly what you need.
Here are 12 shops to make your holiday season easier:
Coast City Comics (643 Congress St) This comic book store
not only has a large collection of comics and graphic novels, it
also has a lot of t-shirts. The shirts range from having the store
logo on them to other comic book characters. Support a local
store and get a Coast City logo tee.
Found (142 High St) This vintage thrift shop offers old costume jewelry, fun sunglasses and other accessories. This is
perfect for the friend who wears a lot of jewelry or needs one
more pair of sunglasses to their collection.
Yes Books (589 Congress St) This little shop is a used book
store, a cool idea for someone who is a book worm and has
already read everything in the library. Pick out a few old books
that they can read over this holiday break.
Strange Maine (578 Congress St) If your Secret Santa is
into vinyls, antiques or old books and objects, head to Strange Maine. This little antique shop is filled with a variety of things
that no one else will have.
The Sock Shack: (564 Congress St)
Socks are the perfect way to add a little
something to a gift. Or a fun way to give a
unique gift. The Sock Shack has socks for
everyone, and it is fun to pick out the best
design for your giftee.
Find (16 Free St) This is the perfect spot
to pick up lightly used clothing. You can
find brand names like Patagonia, J Crew,
Banana Republic, Urban Outfitters and
much more. Plus, everything is at a fraction of the cost. It’s better on your wallet
and better for the environment. Just make
sure you leave time to shop for yourself.
Pinecone & Chickadee (6 Free St) Just
next door to Find you will come across a
cute little boutique. In this shop you can
find home goods, local art, prints, handmade jewelry and clothing. For the friend
who likes funky stickers and cool artwork
this is definitely a place you should go.
Crystal Joys (191 Middle St) For the
person who loves crystals, astrology and Visual map of all the shops mentioned in Portland
Alyson Peabody / Editor-in-Chief more, this shop is the one stop for you.
Alyson Peabody / Editor-in-Chief
You can pick up home goods, jewelry and
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Our Opinion

USM student’s unique business experience
Lillian Lema
Staff Writer

Fair season is a very exciting time for the
people of New England. All the delicious fair
food, arts & crafts stands, carnival rides and
attractions bring people from all over to enjoy
the festivities. However, for USM student Sisa
Lema and her family, fair season isn’t recreational, but rather about hard work.
Lema’s parents are self-employed and own
a small retail business. Since the age of 12 she
has been involved in the family business. “I’ve
helped my parents with their small business by
selling at fairs, festivals, malls, supersales, flea
markets and so forth around New England,”
Lema said.
The beginning of the fall semester is a hectic time for Lema and her siblings as they try
to balance school and fair season. During
the month of September, Lema spends every
weekend in a different state in the New England area, such as Vermont, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts and Maine.
September and October host the biggest

and her family consists of packing merchandise for two 20’ x 20’ booths. Everything must
be packed perfectly in order to fit into their
box truck. The very last part consists of them
disassembling the 200 lbs. tents. It is about 1
a.m. by the time the Lema family finish packing. Then, they head for an hour drive to the
Fryeburg fairgrounds.
“Once we get there we have to do last minute preparations on the three booths we have
there… by the time we are done it’s 4 a.m.,”
Lema said. “Coffee becomes our best friend
on the first day.”
Lema’s early introduction to the retail
business caught her interest and was the key
source in choosing her major, small business
management/entrepreneurship. By working
for her parents Lema has been able to gain
management skills as she is sent to different
festivals and fairs on her own. She is able to
input her opinions on what products to sell and
how to display those products. “I also advise
my parents on the financial part of the business” Lema said.
Balancing work and school has taught

Lema time management skills. “When you
miss school for a week every year since you
were 12 it gets a bit easier to plan ahead, but
the stress is still there,” Lema explains. During down time at the fairs, which is very few,
Lema will work on some homework or study.
“I prioritize education and don’t like handing in assignments late because it’s unprofessional… Rain or shine homework gets done,”
Lema said.
Once the Fryeburg fair comes to an end
Lema can breathe again and just focus on
school. Lema is expected to graduate in Fall
2020 and pursue an entrepreneurship career.
“I’m not sure what product I will choose to focus on to start my own business, but I do know
that I want to be my own boss,” Lema said.
Being self-employed and pursuing an entrepreneurship career is something Lema’s parents have embedded in her. In matter of fact,
it’s something our parents have embedded in
us. Sisa Lema is my sister. At the next fairs
and festivals take a moment to think about the
people working there. You never know, two of
them might just be USM students.

ative, spiritual, or academic. For example,
when you feel like you’re too tired to function
because of the sudden darkness at 4:00pm,
take a walk in the chilly weather and activate
your muscles and body. A stimulated body
helps for a stimulated mind. Waking up the
body can help with energy to study, socialize,
and continue practicing safe mental health.
Taking time to relax and be creative can
also help through the rough days. Grab a coloring book and focus on staying in between
the lines. Work your brain to be as precise as
you can and then look back on the wonderful
job you did.
If you’re spiritual, practice worship, however you may do so. Listen to music, meditate, pray, whatever would help you calm your
anxiety and increase your faith.
If you’re looking for academic relief, grab
a friend from class and study together. Every
now and then, take a break and ask if they need
help or if they can help you. Whatever you’re
going through, you don’t have to do it alone.
Alyson Peabody / Editor-in-Chief
The winter season may be a drag for stuSome ways to keep your mind calm through dents, but we are all stronger than the chilly
tough times like these can be physical, cre- winds. Keep a good attitude and take advan-

tage of the resources on campus!
In Gorham, the Health and Counseling
Services (located in Upton) provide up to 12
free sessions a semester for students who seek
help. They can be contacted at this number:
207-780-5411.
There are also services in Portland for commuter students or for those with classes on that
campus. They are located in the basement of
the Sullivan Gym and can be contacted at 207780-4050 (Counseling line).
The Disabilities Services Center (located in
242 Luther Bonney, Portland) also have very
good resources for students and are always
willing to help if anyone needs them. If registered with documented anxiety, they may even
be able to grant students accommodations
should an anxiety attack happen in class! They
can be reached at: 207-780-4706.
Have a safe break and good luck on your
finals! Don’t let whatever is holding you back
hold you down. You have the strength to rise
up and conquer any mountain put before you,
whether it’s seasonal/general depression,
stress, or finals, you’re not alone and you can
do this!

fairs of the season, the Cumberland and Fryeburg fairs. In order to keep up with her school
work, Lema looks at her syllabus in advance
to see what assignments are due and if they
correlate with fair dates. Usually, Lema finds
herself completing assignments and studying
for exams in advance just to keep up with her
classes. “There have been times where I’d had
to drop a class because my schedules with the
fair and the workload were a bit too much to
handle,” Lema said.
“Working at the fairs isn’t made for everyone,” Lema explains. “The job consists of long
12-hour days… in the summer I’m standing in
the heat and humidity and in the fall the cold
and wind is another thing I have to endure.”
There have been times where Lema and her
family don’t get more than three hours of sleep
when they transition from fair to fair, such as
between the Cumberland and Fryeburg fair.
“The Cumberland fair ends on a Saturday
around 10 p.m. and the next day, Sunday, the
Fryeburg fairgrounds open their gates at 7
a.m.,” Lema said.
Tear down at the Cumberland fair for Lema

It’s the holiday finals season
Lizzy Boudah
Staff Writer

When the holidays come around, students
find themselves scrambling for not only finances, but for finals as well. This time of year
can lead to a lot of stress among students and
professors alike. While there may be happy
music and celebrations of all kinds, many
students find themselves isolating themselves
during this chilly season.
There’s a specific name to feeling sad or
fatigued during the winter season--SAD: Seasonal Affective Disorder. This is generally
known as seasonal depression and can drastically change the daily lives of students as the
weeks go on. In fact, college students are more
prone to experiencing this as their workload
increases.
The winter time, as we USM students know,
is signaling the time of final exams as the semester comes to a close. While the school puts
on many activities to help students unwind,
it’s important to know that it could be more
than just finals stress. Seasonal depression and
general depression tend to team up against the

body and cause fatigue, drowsiness, difficulty
waking, increased anxiety, and a decrease in
the desire to socialize (vis Norman Rosenthal,
MD). This can cause students to fall deep into
their own heads and fall behind in classes right
before finals, only adding on to the current
stress.
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A big to do
Janis Mallon
Training Director & Senior Psychologist

The end of the semester can be a chaotic
and stressful time. Between studying for finals, managing plans for break and working
that part-time (or full-time) job, we sometimes
find ourselves overwhelmed with an increasing sense of stress.
What can often seem like very manageable
tasks during any other time of the year, can
seem much more daunting when we are faced
with end of the semester dead lines.
Luckily there is a simple and effective strategy to keep yourself organized and ultimately
de-stressed. Start keeping a “to do” list! I
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know, you’ve heard it before, but now is the
perfect time to whip out that occasionally underutilized daily planner, pad of paper, or even
the back of an old homework assignment and
get to writing!
The purpose of writing down the list is to
make the process of looking at what we really need “to do” more accessible. When we
create a concrete manifestation of all of those
daily tasks, appointments and assignments
that would otherwise swirl around, untethered
in our heads (usually when we are trying to
sleep) we are able to demystify the process.

When you write down your tasks and can
actually see what you need to accomplish
you are allowing the intangible (thoughts) to
become the tangible (to-do list). This simple
activity can often help in reducing feelings of
chaos and stress.
Oh, and don’t forget to check off tasks once
they have been completed! The satisfaction of
drawing a line through each completed item
will likely feel very rewarding.
It is also important to include some self-care
into your daily schedule. Make sure to allow
some time between studying and work for do-

ing something that you enjoy, something that
feels fulfilling and positive that has nothing to
do with work or school.
It’s important to remember that without
daily implemented self-care, our stress can
become overwhelming and in some cases, immobilizing. Always remember to pencil in a
time to get a cup of coffee, read a book, take
a walk or just breathe! Be good to yourself,
you’ve earned it!!
For additional resources please visit: http://
usm.maine.edu/uhcs and https://usm.maine.
edu/learningcommons

Sticking the landing
Cristina Kerluke
Learning Commons Academic Support Program Specialist

Final exam week is almost here. Before
sharing tips for succeeding on exams, let’s
acknowledge that it’s normal to experience some fatigue or a dip in motivation
this time of year. Thoughts drift towards
the holidays, Winter Break, and some wellearned time off. It’s time to dig deep, making sure your weeks of hard work throughout the semester are not diminished by a
lackluster finish. Think of a gymnastics
floor routine: the gymnast can master every
leap, twist, and flip, but unless he or she
“sticks the landing,” full points will not be
earned. Let’s review how you can “stick
the landing” academically this semester in
terms of final exams!
Before the Exam:
Strategize on how and when you will
prepare up until each exam. Refer to last
week’s article “Final Exams - What’s Your
Plan” for preparation tips.
Set clear study goals for what remains
this week and next. Write things down and
stick to your plan.
Say no to distractions. Manage your
learning environment by studying in a
space with minimal distractions. Bring
only the materials you need for that particular study session.
Eat and sleep well to fuel your mind and
body.
Use all senses in learning. Read it, say
it, hear it, do it, and think about it. Develop study guides, flash cards, and example
problems. Write and recite exercises to
master vocabulary, concepts, and key in-

formation.
Practice, practice, practice daily until exams. Spend time on your courses each day
leading up to the final to maximize your
retention.
Day of Exam:
Be awake. Get a good night’s sleep,
shower, chew gum...caffeine if needed (but
don’t overdo it).
Eat well. It can be more difficult to concentrate if you’re hungry. Don’t eat anything that may upset your stomach.
Bring all essential test materials. Calculator, notes (if allowed), USM card, etc.
Also bring extra writing utensils (as you
never know when your pencil is going to
break or your pen is going to run out of
ink).
Wear comfortable clothes and bring personal necessities. You’ll want to be comfortable taking the test. Wear layers to
adjust to room temperature. Bring a water
bottle, tissues, cough drops, etc.
Arrive early. Arrive early to get enough
time to settle in before the exam starts.
During the Exam:
Read the instructions thoroughly and
make a plan. Before you answer anything,
take the time to carefully survey the exam.
How many questions are you being asked
to answer? How much is each section
worth? Be mindful of the exam time allotted and make a plan of how to attack.
If you can’t recall something, mark the
question and return to it later. You may
find a clue elsewhere in the test. If you
don’t know the answer, make the most educated guess you can. Try to remember what

the instructor emphasized and felt was important.
Don’t panic too soon. When confronted
with a number of questions of varying degrees of difficulty, there are bound to be
ups and downs...times you’re feeling better, and worse, about how the test is going.
Try to ignore such instantaneous feedback.
Take deep breaths, stay calm and focus
your energy.
Stay until the end. It’s amazing to see, but
many students leave before the exam period is over. Be sure to review your exam!
There are always problems to be checked
over or essays to proofread or add to. Even
making a single correction to a problem, or
adding a single point to an essay can make
a difference.
After the semester ends, be sure to take
time for YOU. Take time to relax, recharge
and reflect on the past semester. For some,
you may also be gearing up to take a USM
Winter Session course. This December
23-January 17, nearly 50 courses will be
offered in a 4-week online format. Winter
Session is a fantastic opportunity to further your academic goals in an accelerated
online environment. However, know that
Winter Session courses are intensive. You
will need to be prepared to spend time on
your course EACH day. Plan ahead for success by keeping the following Winter Session tips in mind:
Make sure you have the necessary course
materials before the first day of class. Visit
the USM bookstore at https://usm.ecampus.com/ before you head home for winter
break.

Explore Blackboard before your course
begins to review the course layout and
posted information. If your course does
not use Blackboard, check your @maine.
edu email for communication from your
professor.
Read your course syllabus carefully to
know what is expected of you. This includes due dates for assignments, how and
when you will participate, and the software
programs you will be using. Make a game
plan day one!
Access Blackboard daily once the course
begins, paying special attention to all announcements your instructor posts on the
course homepage. (Often times announcements may offer further explanation of the
week’s work or even contain important
changes to the course content or due dates.)
Don’t procrastinate, as time management
is crucial in Winter Session. Set a schedule for when you will complete course
work EACH day and stick to it. Choose the
where as well as the when, ideally a place
where there is reliable internet connection
and technology support if you need it.
Contact your professor as soon as you
have questions. Since winter courses move
so quickly, it is very important to ask questions as they arise so you don’t get behind.
For additional tips on how to succeed in
online courses, visit usm.maine.edu/agile.
If still interested in adding a winter session
course, visit https://usm.maine.edu/winter
for more info.
Wishing you the best of luck ”Sticking the
Landing” and a Happy Winter Break!
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Sudoku
Level of difficulty: Medium
The object of a
sudoku is to fill
in the remaining
squares so that
every row, every
column, and
every 3 × 3 box
contains each
of the numbers
from 1 to 9
exactly once.

Word Search
Theme: High School Musical:
The Musical - The Series

Search for the list of words in the grid of letters.
Grab a pen and circle each word as you find them.

Ashlyn
Big Red
Carlos
Chad
EJ
Gabriella
Gina
Jenn
Kelsi
Kourtney
Mazzara
Natalie
Nini
Ricky
Ryan
Seb
Sharpay
Taylor
Troy

Cryptogram
Every letter in a
cryptogram stands for
another letter. Use the
hint to crack the code.

X VGJBD LGFLDHFBFQ X MBQ XBH-LBHLKYXCBGF LGFAKBC VBQNC MD LXYYDA
“CND VXBF JDFC.”
And here is your hint:
V=M

Horoscopes

Aries (March 21 - April 19)

Leo (July 23 - August 22)

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Virgo (August 23 - September 22)

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

Libra (September 23 - October 22)

Aquarius (January 20 - February 18)

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)

Pisces (February 19 - March 20)

Travel or broadening your physical or intellectual horizons is a good bet for recreation. Go in
your imagination if not in reality.
A little reminiscing and nostalgia reminds you
of what was good in the “good, old days.”
Enjoy.
Take a good look at that burdensome relationship. If you’re still doing all the work, maybe it’s
time to call it quits!

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

Friends come through for you. Spend time
with the people in your support circle. You feel
better after being together.

Your family puts responsibility into your lap. Don’t let
yourself be overburdened.

You can combine tremendous confidence and
enthusiasm with great practicality. Highly motivated,
you’ll be quite efficient today.
You can enhance your job security today. Make an
investment for the future. Protect and consolidate
your gains.
Togetherness is in focus. Share your day with
others--a close partner if possible. Matters flow more
smoothly when joint.

Investigative instincts are strong today. Play CLUE,
read Sherlock Holmes, explore the attic, do research, archeology in the yard, etc.
Stop downgrading your mental abilities. When you
believe more in yourself, your thinking becomes
sharper.

If you are feeling like a victim, finding someone else
to help is the best bet. Life looks up when you act to
make a difference.
Communication and interaction, especially with
friends, is highlighted. Being open, tolerant, and
rational comes naturally today.

Sports
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Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Saturday

Women’s Ice
Hockey

Men’s Basketball

Women’s Ice
Hockey

Wrestling

Men’s Indoor
Track & Field
vs. USM Open I
11:00 p.m.

vs. Bowdoin
7:00 p.m.

vs. Thomas
College
7:00 p.m.

@Suffolk
University
4:45 p.m.

@Castleton
11:00 p.m.

Ryan Harkelroad fosters a winning mentality at USM
Get to know the coach behind the Men’s Track & Field success
Connor Blake
Staff Writer
USM’s Men’s Indoor and Outdoor Track & Field team
has found major success the last six seasons, dominating
the Little East Conference (LEC) each year. The main contributor to that success is the coach at the helm of it all,
Ryan Harkelroad.
Coach Harkelroad took over the reigns of the program
in 2014-15 season after serving as an assistant coach for
two seasons. Prior to coming to USM, he earned his bachelor’s degree in political science from the University of
Maine in 2003, and later achieved his master’s in adult and
higher education from USM in 2014. While at the UMO,
he earned four varsity letters as a member of the Track &
Field teams, won a conference 800-meter title, along with
many conference and New England titles as a member of
the 4x800m team. Harkelroad also served as a captain his
senior year.
Harkelroad was an assistant Cross Country and Track
coach for two years at UMO, where on the track he worked
primarily with distance runners. During the 2009-10 season, the UMO Women’s Track Team earned conference
runner-up honors during the same season that Harkelroad
and the other staff earned Staff of the Year honors.
Since Harkelroad has come to USM the program has

seen unparalleled success. In his first season he led the
Huskies to their second consecutive runner-up finish at
the Little East Conference Cross Country Championships
and conference titles during the indoor and outdoor season, earning LEC indoor and outdoor Coaching Staff of
the Year Honors. That same season the program achieved
its highest place finish, placing fourth at the New England
Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic Association (NEICAAA)
Open New England Indoor Championships, and a program
best sixth-place finish at the 2015 NCAA indoor National
Championships. The Huskies set school records in five
events during the 2014-15 season for triple jump, long
jump, 4x400m, 400m, and 800m. For the NCAA Championships, six athletes qualifies and the team earned National Championship status in the triple jump.
Last year, during the 2018-19 season, Harkelroad led
the Huskies to a sweep of the LEC Cross Country, Indoor and Outdoor Track & Field Championships for the
third straight year, and fourth time in conference history.
Harkelroad was named Cross Country Coach of the year
for the third straight year and he and his staff were selected
by their peers as the indoor and outdoor Coaching Staff of
the Year.
It is clear that Harkelroad and his staff have a proven
method for winning, and part of that method starts at the
recruiting level. “We are a highly competitive program

Connor Blake / Staff Writer
Men’s Track & Field Head Coach Ryan Harkelroad talking about the success of the team.

and we need talented individuals to continue the level of
success we’ve been having. Beyond that we are looking
for potential; athletes that haven’t fully developed yet, athletes that come from a smaller program. We think we can
develop all of our athletes and I think that is a key to our
success.” said Harkelroad.
The Indoor and Outdoor Track & Field program has
been successful for so long due in large part to the athletes
on the team. “I think that what sets our athletes apart from
other athletes in the LEC is our athletes know how to win,
I think other athletes in our conference want to win, but
they don’t know how to do it, and with a streak of success
we have had, we are able to pass it down so then when our
first year athletes come in they learn pretty quickly how to
carry themselves in a manner that is geared towards winning.” said Harkelroad.
Big track meets can cause a lot of nerves not only for
the athletes competing, but the coaches too. “I’m emotionally invested in our performances, I care about every one
of our athletes and how they do. It doesn’t matter if they
are competing for a spot at the NCAA Championships or
trying to improve their personal records,” he said. “Some
may never qualify for a conference meet, but we spend a
lot of time and energy with these guys, and we care, so I
get a little bit nervous before we perform. When we get to
championship meets I usually don’t sleep that much the
night before, but I love those meets the energy is great, and
it’s fun to see and it’s fun to be apart of.”
While the track team has a lot of great athletes, they are
students first and sometimes that can be a challenge, but
for Harkelroad it is another reason why they stay so successful. “Last year both our cross country and track teams
earned all-academic honors meaning their cumulative
GPA was over 3.1. We do this by informing all of our athletes about informal and formal resources on campus, and
we make sure they utilize those resources when they need
it. For our freshman, we do weekly and monthly check-ins
and this ensures that we are engaged when it comes to our
academics.” said Harkelroad.
For the 2019-20 season, the LEC championship meets
are coming to USM and will be held at Costello Sports
Complex. After winning the past five LEC championships
under Harkleroad, the team is looking forward to another
winning season. “We love running at home, our guys get
to sleep in their own beds, get to sleep in a little bit later.
It is their turf, and they like to protect that, additionally we
get tremendous support from friends and family who come
to support the team during a home meet.” said Harkelroad.
The Indoor Track & Field team is looking to continue in
their winning ways this season, kicking off the first meet
of the season at home on Saturday, December 14th at 11
a.m., at Costello Sports Complex, and they will host another home meet on January 25th at 11 a.m.
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Women’s Basketball falls to a tough Bowdoin team 83-47

Huskies have good first half, falter in second

Eli Canfield
Staff Writer
The Huskies were down just 10 at halftime, but were outscored 48-23 in the second half and topped by the Bowdoin Polar Bears Nov. 19th, in a cross-conference
matchup at Hill Gymnasium in Gorham.
Abi Ramirez (Junior, Business), Jackie
Luckhardt (Senior, Athletic Training),
Kristen Curley (Junior, Marketing), Morgan Eliasen (Junior, Nursing) and Victoria Harris (Sophomore, Athletic Training)
started for USM against a tough Bowdoin
squad out of the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) that
lost in the Division III National Championship last season.
The Polar Bears jumped out to a fast 8-2
lead with a quick four points apiece from
Sela Kay and Maddie Hasson, but the Huskies quickly cut the lead to 8-6 to stay in
the game early with four early points from
Harris. Seven minutes in, Bowdoin held
a 16-6 advantage. Two jump shots from
Curley cut the lead to 16-10, but Samantha
Roy of Bowdoin answered with an and-one
to bring the lead back to nine. The Huskies

got a layup from Megan King (Freshman,
STEM with Elementary Education) with
five seconds remaining in the first, which
ended with a score of 19-12 Bowdoin.
The second quarter didn’t have much
scoring through the first few minutes, but
the Polar Bears kept attacking the basket.
After more points from Hasson and a bucket from Dorian Cohen, Harris made a layup, Luckhardt drilled a three, and Audrey
Pohl (Sophomore, Media Studies) made a
layup to bring the lead back down to eight.
After a Husky timeout, Ramirez got a couple buckets, to answer some Polar Bears’
threes, and Bowdoin took a 35-25 lead into
the halftime break.
Ramirez and Harris led the Huskies with
six points each at half, followed by Luckhardt with five and Curley with four. Bowdoin’s Hasson tallied 10, Cohen had eight
and Moira Train had seven.
The second half was a different story
with the Huskies struggling on the offensive end. Bowdoin outscored USM 25-6 in
the third quarter, and 48-22 overall in the
second half. The Polar Bears started the
quarter on a 15-0 run through the first five
minutes mainly due to a barrage of threes
from Kay, and Samantha Roy also drilled a

three of her own. Kay had 14 points in the
third quarter, including four made threes.
Ramirez scored four points in the quarter,
coming on a layup and a couple of made
free throws. Michelle Rowe (Sophomore,
Nursing) got two of her four total points at
the end of the quarter, but it was all Polar
Bears at that point as they took a 60-31 lead
into the final quarter of the game.
The fourth quarter was much of the
same. The Polar Bears dominated in the
paint and the Huskies struggled to find an
answer. Rowe got another bucket, and Harris made a couple of free throws, before
Brittney Desjardin (Freshman, Business)
got her first and only bucket of the game.
Both teams emptied their benches about
halfway through the end of the final quarter. King drilled a three, and Katie Howe
(Sophomore, Marketing) made a couple
of free throws with about four minutes remaining in the game. The Polar Bears got a
couple more buckets in the end, and Mary
Toman (Junior, Nursing) made two pairs of

free throws before the game ended with a
final score of 83-47.
Kay finished with a game-high 18 points,
followed by Hasson who finished with 16
points, nine rebounds, and five steals, and
Cohen who had 11 points and six rebounds.
Ramirez had a team-high 10 points for the
Huskies, also finishing with four rebounds,
three steals, and two assists. Harris was the
second leading scorer, finishing with eight
points, five rebounds, and three blocked
shots. Luckhardt, King, and Toman all had
five points apiece, with Luckhardt also
having three steals. The Polar Bears out rebounded the Huskies 45 to 27, including 17
to 8 on the offensive end. The loss dropped
the Huskies to 3-2 on the year at the time,
while the Polar Bears improved to 2-0 on
the young season.
This was a tough matchup and the Huskies played well, keeping with Bowdoin
for a majority of the first half and proving
they can compete with practically anyone
when playing their best.
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teller hours to complete a number of transactions!
Outside of video teller hours, members can deposit cash
and checks into their accounts, and withdraw funds!
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Head Coach Samantha Allen leading her team in a huddle.
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Husky Hero of the Week: Cam Labrie

Q&A with the DIII All-New England Men’s Track athlete
upcoming final season and what he looks to do
after graduating this year.

Cullen McIntyre
Sports Editor

Q: Why did you choose exercise science as your major?

A: I chose exercise science to open doors
to begin my journey on becoming a PT or
chiropractor. I believe that the education and
experience that exercise science will give me
will be invaluable when getting my Doctorate
Degree.

Q: What brought you to USM?

A: I heard USM was a good school and my
best friend Jack Ricker went here so he helped
encourage me to come to USM.

Q: When did you start running
track?

A: I started running track freshman year of
high school.

Q: Why do you run track?

A: I run track because I enjoy the competition and being in really good shape.

Q: What is something you’ve
learned from track that has transCam Labrie, of the Men’s Indoor Track &
lated into your life outside the sport?
Field team is sprinting into his final season
with the Huskies.
The exercise science major of Tamworth,
New Hampshire graduated from Kennett High
School as a two sport athlete in soccer as well
as track. Labrie claimed second place in the
400-meter and 11th in the 100-meter prelims
at the 2016 New Hampshire Interscholastic
Athletic Association (NHIAA).
He spent his first year of college at White
Mountain Community College before transferring to USM. Labrie earned several honors
in his first season with the Huskies, earning
Division III All-New England honors at the
Little Eastern Conference (LEC) Championships as well as being named in several LEC
Relays of the Week.
In his second year at USM he earned AllLittle East Conference honors in the 600-meter where he finished first and winning 4x400
relay at the LEC Championships. The New
Hampshire native was named in various LEC
Relays of the Week throughout the season.
Labrie has also competes for the Men’s Outdoor Track & Field team in the Spring.
The Free Press spoke with Labrie about his
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A: Never giving up is something track has Cam Labrie spriting around the indoor track.
taught me. Track is a culmination of hard
work for a few mins or seconds of running.
Q: Who is your inspiration in life?
You may feel like crap at practice one day but
A: My inspiration in my life is Ashton Eaif you keep working hard the results do show
ton. He is such a good athlete and hard worker.
themselves.
He also is a really good person and that’s what
I want to strive to be.

Q: How do you balance school with
track?

Q: How have your coaches helped

say?

A: Haha my teammates would probably say
I’m a goofball. At practice I just joke around
a lot. I would hope they say I’m a good teammate as well. I think everyone one the guys
feels supported by one another which is pretty
cool.

A: I balance school with track by just doing
Q: Having such a successful seayou on and off the track?
my work in my free time. There is not as much
A: My track coaches help me a lot with just son last year in indoor, what are your
free time when you are competing so doing
confidence on the track. Off the track they goals for this season?
work on the weekends and not just sitting back
really stress being punctual and following
A: My goals this season is to be all New
is huge in staying on top of schoolwork.
through with things.
England in the 400 meter in indoor and outdoor new England’s and go to nationals in an
Q: What piece of advice would you event.
Q: What do you do outside of track?
A: Outside of track I spend a lot of time give to other student-athletes that are
hanging out with friends. I also listen to pod- looking for success?
Q: When you look back on your
casts in a lot of my free time too.
A: The days that you feel unmotivated are time at USM, what will your rememthe days that will make or break you. Do what ber?
A: I will remember winning LEC champiQ: What are you planning to do af- you can to stay motivated on those days.
onships with the guys. The energy we have beter school?
Q: If I were to ask a teammate “Tell fore during and after the meet is unforgettable.
A: I plan to open a business and get my docme
about Cam”, what would they
torate degree in chiropractic and/or PT.

Know an athlete whose story should be told? Nominate them for athlete of the week!
Contact cullen.mcintyre@maine.edu with their name and sport!

